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REPUBLICAN ROME 
LOOKS AT PERGAMON* 

ANN KUTTNER 

T HIS is a case study in the Roman reception of Hellenistic art, for- 
mulated as an analytic survey of Roman response to one major 

Hellenistic center, Pergamon. In 1986 Philip Hardie recognized that 
Attalid ideological mythography structured major iconographies in Vir- 
gil's Aeneid; he rightly queried why he could find no art-historical dis- 
cussion of similar visual discourse at the end of the Republic and in 
Augustus' reign.' I see this sketch as a beginning at such an art- 
historical enterprise; my parameters are the transfer of the Magna 
Mater cult from Pergamon to Rome in 204 to seal Attalos I's Roman 
alliance, up to the late first century B.C. immediately after Octavian's 
Actian triumph.2 When, how, and why did Roman Republican patrons 

*I am honored to have been able to try out this project upon my colleagues in the 
Greece in Rome colloquium, speakers and audience, and I thank the organizers Richard 
Thomas and Christopher Jones for asking me into that interdisciplinary discussion. The 
Center for Advanced Study in the Visual Arts was the material incubator for the confer- 
ence paper and this essay. I am especially grateful for the generous and searching criti- 
cism of Bettina Bergmann, Erich Gruen, and Miranda Marvin, for the editorial patience 
of Charles Segal, and for the attention of my anonymous readers; I thank too all those 
who have goaded my interest in Rome and Hellenism, in particular Richard Billows, 
Andrew Stewart, Jeremy McInerney, Glen Bowersock, and Christopher Jones. 

1 P. Hardie, Vergil's Aeneid: Cosmos and Imperium (Oxford 1986) esp. at 126 f. and 
135 f. in "Pergamene and Augustan ideology and political imagery," 125-143, a fine dis- 
cussion which fills even as a sketch a serious lacuna in art-historians' Augustan studies. 

2 This essay on two much-studied cultures keeps citations to a minimum. Art histori- 
ans know the literature. Others, see: J. J. Pollitt, Art in the Hellenistic Age (Cambridge 
1986), "Sculpture of Pergamon," 79-110, with the Gallic trophies and the great altar exte- 
rior, 233-235 with the plans at 247, on the city and the citadel architecture; and use 
W. Radt's superb guidebook Pergamon. Geschichte und Bauten, Funde und Erforschung 
einer antiken Metropole (Cologne 1988) (fig. 11, the Attalid acropolis citadel plan; 360 f. 
bibl.). For many plates see R. R. R. Smith, Hellenistic Sculpture (New York 1991). 
Detailed bibl., H. J. Schalles, Untersuchungen zur Kulturpolitik der pergamenischen 
Herrscher im dritten Jh. vor Chr (Ttibingen 1985 [IstForsch 36]). This supplements but 
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of material culture look for exemplary sources for overt (political) allu- 
sion to the art of Attalid Pergamon? And what constitutes evidence for 
response? 

Pergamon receives no focussed attention in text-based studies of 
Republican Philhellenism,3 while art histories in general vaguely 
impute Pergamene reference to any "baroque" monument without mak- 
ing a concrete history of reception. The indexes of most Republican 
and Augustan studies lack "Attalid" or "Pergamon," including, alas, 
every major Augustan project of the last fifteen years. And the rich 
scholarship on Republican and Augustan Classicisms has yet to tackle 
satisfactorily the issue of the behaviour of "classicism," a Hellenistic 
phenomenon that was impelled especially by Pergamon. 

"Exemplary" reference was a characteristic Roman panegyric strat- 
egy, but it was not identical to formal evocation as such. As in Late 
Republican imitation of Alexandrian poetry, admiration of past styles 
did not necessarily imply that the politics or civic values of the source 
culture were to be imitated. For instance "classicizing" styles, even if 
perceived as Athenian, did not for Romans necessarily halo fifth- 
century Athens as a socio-political exemplar. As an important 1993 
APA panel pointed out, no Republican or Augustan text mentions Peri- 
cles, and the Republican elite expressed distaste for the political order 
of the fifth-century council-governed democratic Greek cities- 
Cicero's Pro Flacco has exemplary statements of this well-known 
Roman bias, aimed not least at Classical Athens (7.15-17).4 Compare 
Parrhasios' Athenian Demos painting, described by Pliny (HN 35.69) 
from (.68) Antigonos' Pergamene art history to compliment the Greek 
artist's skill at representing Athenian democracy's mob vices, iracun- 
dum iniustum inconstantem ... ferocemfugacem. 

does not replace the 1947 multidisciplinary synthesis, E. Hansen, The Attalids of Perga- 
mon (Ithaca 1947/71) 219-341, architecture and art. This admirable compendium's lack 
of influence seems due to the fact that it is unillustrated. 

3 Philhellenism's material record: see J. J. Pollitt (above, n. 2), ch. 7; E. Gruen, Cul- 
ture and National Identity in Republican Rome (Berkeley 1992) 84-130, 131-182; E. La 
Rocca, "Il lusso come espressione di potere," 3-35 at 10 f. in M. Cima, E. La Rocca eds., 
Le tranquille dimore degli dei. La residenza imperiale degli horti Lamiani (Rome 1986). 
Roman reception of commemorative, T. H61scher, Staatsdenkmal und Publikum. Vom 
Untergang der Republik bis zur Festigung des Kaisertums in Rom (Konstanz 1984 [Xenia 
91). 

4 APA/AIA joint session, Annual Meetings, Washington D.C. 1993, Athens and 
Augustan Rome. E. Gruen, respondent; R. Talbert, "Pericles and Augustus' Creation of 
the Optimus Status at Rome." 
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Just as they were ambivalent about democratic cities, Romans did 
sometimes admire Greek kings, from Lykourgos to Alexander. No his- 
torical study yet reviews Roman opinions of the Hellenistic dynasties; 
but it is clear that the Antigonids and the Attalids enjoyed a strong 
Roman reputation, respectively as the most noble enemy and the most 
noble friend. They ruled the traditional zones of high Greek culture; 
they could seem admirable for their orderly and cohesive dynastic his- 
tory and familial bonds; and their overtly constitutionalist styles of 
hegemony over Greek subject cities will have encouraged Roman prag- 
matic interest and approbation,5 in contrast to the more absolutist power 
theologies of the Seleucids and Ptolemies. Republican (artistic) interest 
in Antigonid precedent is now recognized, much less so for the Attal- 
ids. Yet Pergamon had from the late third century B.C. a unique friend- 
ship with Rome, which recognized Pergamon's crucial role in Rome's 
Eastern expansion and its benevolent influence on Rome's national reli- 
gion (the Magna Mater cult); and its art ought to have been influential. 
Art historians know well that the Attalid capital and its monuments 
abroad were seminal to the evolution of Hellenistic art all over the 
Mediterranean; and fortunately for my effort, Attalid Pergamon is 
(unlike the other Hellenistic court cities) well-enough preserved to per- 
mit far-reaching site-response studies. Because of the Roman military 
and commercial presence in Asia as in Greece, it is historically valid to 
posit familiarity with these artistically significant Attalid source monu- 
ments, for a broad sector of Late Republican Romans, before as well as 
after 133 B.C. when the last king Attalos III willed the city to Rome and 
it became capital of the province of Asia. 

TRANSMISSION: MODES AND ATTITUDES 

Pergamene art became known in Italy at least from the end of the 
third century B.C. We have recognized since Rostovtzeff how 
Pergamene consumer goods poured into Italian markets: parchment, 
textiles, silver, molded ceramics.6 From the reign of Attalos I, Romans 

5 R. A. Billows, Kings and Colonists: Aspects of Macedonian Imperialism (Leiden 
1995), 56 f. at 70. 

6 Lead-glazed, J. Shdifer, Hellenistische Keramik aus Pergamon (Berlin 1968); A. Kut- 
tner, Dynasty and Empire in the Age of Augustus: The Case of the Boscoreale Cups 
(Berkeley 1995), 301 n. 8. Appliqued, G. Huebner, "Plastischer Dekor an griechischer 
Keramik. Gestaltungsprinzip und formaler Stellenwert," Jdl 109 (1994) 321-351 at 321, 
337-338, 344, 346-350. 
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engaged in commerce and war brought back impressions of their ally's 
monuments in Greece and Asia. (Eventually, in 132 B.C. Romans would 
avidly buy up at auction the personal collections of the last king [Pliny 
HN 33.149].) The kings lent artists to Roman generals,7 as, for exam- 
ple, history paintings in the Pergamene "pain art" tradition in Republi- 
can Asian triumphs.8 Other artists will have come of their own 
volition,9 and models and cartoons too would have been circulated. 
Specific monuments and workshop practices influenced portraits, cult 
statues,10 painting,11 and mosaic, the last, influentially turned a "high 
art" under Attalid patronage.12 Pergamene marble workshops operated 

7 Starting (at least) with Lucius Scipio thanks to his and his family's special relation- 
ship with the Attalids for the war against Seleucid Antiochos in the 180s, Livy 
39.22.9-10; his Asian victory paintings on the Capitoline, 190 B.C., Pliny HN 35.22. 

8 E.g., Pompey, 61 B.C. over Mithridates (App. Mith. 17. 117), and Caesar, 46 B.C. over 

Pompey (App. BC 4.2.101). And cf. agonized Gaul painting in Forum, late second/early 
first century (Pliny HN 35.25). 

9 Movement of Greek ateliers, F. Coarelli, "L'ara di Domizio Ahenobarbo e la cultura 
artistica in Roma nel II sec. a.C.," DialArch 2 (1968) 302-368; "Classe dirigente romana 
e arti figurative," DialArch 4-5 (1970-1971) 241-276; "Architettura e arti figurative in 
Roma: 150-50 a.C.," in P. Zanker ed., Hellenismus in Mittelitalien (Gaittingen 1976 [Abh. 
Gijtt. 97]) 38-51. 

10 First-century B.C. Villa dei Papiri Philetairos: P. G. Warden, "The sculptural program 
of the Villa of the Papyri," JRA 4 (1991) 257-261, with bibl.; its dynasts and kings, 
Smith, Hellenistic Royal Portraits (Oxford 1988) 70-78, at 74-75 on 159 pl. 17 cat. 22, 
the Philetairos herm, 78 on the Republican context for interest in kings and in specific 
dynasties. Second- or first-century B.C. Naples "Hesiod": Pollitt, Hellenistic Age 120 fig. 
123; Smith, Hellenistic Sculpture 37, fig. 36. Ostia monument, ca. 80 B.C.: rededicated 

Pergamene philosopher: E. R. Rawson, Intellectual Life in the Late Roman Republic (Bal- 
timore 1985) 196; F. Zevi, "Tre iscrizione con firme di artisti greci," RendPontAcc 42 

(1969-1970) 95-116 at 95. First-century B.C.-A.D. Asklepios of Phyromachos (second- 
century Asklepieion): copies by Augustan period, B. Andreae in B. Andreae et al., Phyro- 
machos-Probleme: mit einem Anhang zur Datierung des grossen Altares von Pergamon 
(Mainz 1990) [RM-EH 31]) at 47 f., 77. 

11 Neronian and Flavian fresco replica series copy prototypes of a kind that must have 
come to Rome much earlier, e.g., Rape of Auge: LIMC III Auge 12-15, and Heracles 

finds Telephos from the Herculaneum "Basilica," LIMC VIII Telephos 19 = III Arkadia 1. 
12 Pergamon and Italy, Sicily parallels: B. Tsakirgis, "The Decorated Pavements of 

Morgantina I; The Mosaics," AJA 93 (1989) 395-416 at 410 n. 52, n. 54, n. 56, 411-412 
n. 69. Pliny HN 36.189 opus vermiculatum (fine figuration) as introduced by Sulla, n.b. 
active in Asia. Republican small coloristic emblema formats, compare e.g., the palace 
parrot emblema. Sosos' asarotos oikos and drinking doves for the palace, Pliny HN 
36.184 and in numerous imitations. [The palace mosaics: Pollitt, Hellenistic Age 
221-223; Radt, Pergamon 90-97, fig. 14-16; Die Antikensammlung im Pergamonmuseum 
und in Charlottenburg (Mainz 1992) cat. 6.] 
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from Athens and Rhodes, as well as Asia; those ateliers now worked 
their range of "baroque" and "classicizing" styles for Roman cities and 
aristocratic consumers.13 

Architectural ornament usefully illuminates the complex Pergamon- 
Rome artistic symbiosis. As soon as the conquest of the Eastern 
Mediterranean made imported marble available for building, Per- 
gamene and Rhodian molding styles appear in Rome,14 as later will 
vegetal ornament of all kinds.15 If we look at signifying ornament, like 
the motif of garlands with animated bearers, we can see how 
Pergamene silver, ceramic, and monumental architectural decorations 
visibly cohere, and how such decorative vocabularies passed to Roman 
art private and public.16 With ornament carvers must have come design- 
ers to transmit the acknowledged Pergamene influence on Hellenistic 
Italian architecture, especially complex terrace and portico design. 

Roman esthetic taste for Pergamene styles and monuments in the 
visual arts must often have been tinged by admiring attitudes derived 
from Roman education in the language arts. Again, I sketch a subject 
that needs an in-depth study to build on Hansen. From the early second 
century B.C. those language arts were shaped by visitors from Per- 

13 Most famously, Sperlonga and Laocoon groups: Pollitt, Hellenistic Age at 120 f. fig. 
124 (Laocoon), 122 f. fig. 125-126 (Sperlonga); S. Howard, "Laocoon Rerestored," AJA 
93 (1989) 417-422 at 422, fig. 7; B. Andreae, Laokoon und die Kunst von Pergamon 
(Mainz 1991) and Laokoon und die Griindung Roms (Mainz 1988); the review article by 
B. Ridgway, "Laokoon and the foundation of Rome," JRA 2 (1989) 171-181; and 
F. Albertson, "Pliny and the Vatican Laocoon," RM 100 (1993) 133-140. 

14 H. von Hesberg, Konsolengeisa des Hellenismus und der friihen Kaiserzeit (Mainz 
1980 [RM Erg. 24]) *22 f., *166-167, 193, 219, 227, and also 203, 207, 215. 

15 J. M. C. Toynbee and J. B. Ward-Perkins, "Peopled Scrolls: A Hellenistic Motif in 
Imperial Art," PBSR 18 (1950) 1-43, and C. Birker, "Attisches und Pergamenisches an 
den Ara Pacis-Ranken," Jdl 88 (1973) 283-317. 

16 E.g., A. Oliver ("A Set of Ancient Silverware in the Getty Museum," GettyMusJ 8 
(1980) 155-166 at 159) convincingly cites J. Shaifer (above, n. 6) 83-84 to map the 
vocabulary of garland ornament and its animation by humanoid bearers between, e.g., 
Gymnasion decorations of 126-120 B.C. and black-glaze ceramic at Pergamon, and his 
Erotes cup pair (75-50 B.C.) from the Asian burial of one of Antony's partisans, as well as 
first-century B.C. Roman wall-painting in Italy. This establishes Pergamene sources for 
the innovative Forum Augustum peplophoros garland-bearers in Italian marble (Kaiser 
Augustus und die verlorene Republik: eine Ausstellung im Martin-Groipius-Bau, Berlin, 7. 
Juni-14. August 1988 [Mainz 1988], 152, 194-195 cat. 79); similarly, Bjrker (above, 
n. 15) 305-306 matches the first-century B.C. Hildesheim krater to Pergamon marble 
veneer plaques. 
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gamon, e.g., the second-century grammarian Krates of Mallos,17 the 
philosopher-scholars Posidonios and Panaitios,18 and Augustus' tutor 
the rhetor Apollodoros; whether such men voiced overt pro-Attalid sen- 
timents in their intellectual expositions, they certainly modelled in their 
persons a Pergamene culture of rigorous learning, legitimate pleasure, 
and utility. Krates and his followers, for instance, promulgated the 
rhetorical neo-Atticism which men like Cicero would invest with moral 
overtones, in distinction to rival East Mediterranean modes denigrated 
in Roman sources as "Asiatic." The intellectual visitors, often on 
Attalid embassies, and the kings who came so often to address the Sen- 
ate furnished living models for Roman patronage behavior both to 
Roman patrons and authors. Ennius and Scipio are well-known; 
equally telling is how Brutus Callaicus enacted a public friendship with 
the scholar-poet and playwright Accius. Accius himself imitated 
Pergamene scholarship with a nine-book theatrical Didascalica, visited 
Asia, and wrote a play celebrating the Pergamene Arkadian epos; 
Callaicus in turn commissioned him, as would a Pergamene king a 
court poet, to write epigrams for his temple fagades. 

Similarly, as Pergamon was itself a center for Stoic, Academic, and 
Peripatetic studies and also a major patron for their Athens schools,19 
the many Roman fans of those philosophies had a good chance of being 
exposed both in their favorite "university city" as well as in Rome to a 
steady stream of pro-Attalid discourse. When by the first century B.C. 
the Athens schools began to fall silent, Pergamon was still an active 
center to which Romans of varied political persuasions turned; in the 
60s Cato borrowed the library head Athenodoros,20 in the 40s Caesar 
appointed a Pergamene tutor for his nephew Octavian.21 

17 Attalos's emissary to the Senate in 169/8 B.C., Suet. Gram. 2; Hansen, Attalids 
371 ff. 

18 Visitors, Rawson, Intellectual Life 3 f.; Panaitios and the Scipiones, J.-L. Ferrary, 
Philhellinisme et imperialisme: aspects iddologiques de la conquete romaine du monde 

hellnistique, de la seconde guerre de Macidoine a la guerre contre Mithridate (Rome 
1988 [BEFAR 271]) 589-562. 

19 Still fundamental, Hansen's 1947 chapter (above, n. 2) on Attalid patronage of learn- 

ing, 358-360 on Athens, 360-394 on other scholars. Stoic influence is a topos of Great 
Altar studies; Pollitt, Hellenistic Age 97-110 at 109, Schalles, Kulturpolitik 84-85, 
n. 517. 

20 Rawson, Intellectual Life 3, 15, 69-70, 234, 268, 271-272; Ferrary (above, n. 18) 
602-615 (context), 469; Schalles, Kulturpolitik 85. 

21 Apollodoros, Rawson, Intellectual Life, 15 and n. 60, also the Peripatetic Kratippos 
and rhetor Isidoros; D. Kienast, Augustus, Prinzeps und Monarch (Darmstadt 1982), 259 
and n. 348 on Octavian's tutors and salon. 
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For my purposes it is important that this cultural exchange included 
the discussion of art-indeed "art history" in the style we know from 
Pliny the Elder was largely initiated under Attalid sponsorship.22 
Attalid writers of course knew that an Italian audience listened when 
they wrote upon Italian antiquities and Roman history;23 and we know 
how seminal were Attalid political mythologies to Roman commemora- 
tive, e.g., the imageries of the dynastic Dionysos cult, and that national- 
ist appropriation of "the matter of Troy" which the Attalids seem to 
have taught Rome.24 It is significant also that Attalid prose and epic 
historians took art patronage to be a historical subject, diverging influ- 
entially from the silence on such topics of other historiographic models 
(e.g., Thucydides, Polybios). By contrast, Late Republican writers like 
Livy and Appian include a great deal about art commission and display 
as substance of history; it is likely that Pergamene panegyric and histo- 
riographic models contributed to this characteristically Roman-era his- 
toriographic habit. 

By the first century B.C., text artifacts confirm that an admiring 
"Attalicism" was an available, well-articulated option for Roman exem- 
plary imitatio, not least in the material arts. Two writers we think of as 
Augustan can be seen to embody this cultural posture; it is the more 
useful that they incorporate it unselfconsciously into professionally 
didactic rather than political treatises. 

22 Best known is the artist-critic Antigonos (Attalos I's Gallic victory monuments), 
Rawson, Intellectual Life, 194; Pliny HN 34.84; Hansen, Attalids 360-61. Note also his 
rival Polemon the Periegete who worked with Scipio's associate Panaitios, and made, 
e.g., an ekphrastic epigram collection about cities (A. Cameron, The Greek Anthology 
from Meleager to Planudes [Oxford 1993] 5), and Karystios of Pergamon (Attalos III) 
who listed monuments (probably) in his gossipy Historika Hypomnemata, see above, 
n. 19, and Hansen, 394, and cf. B. Virgilio, "Strabone e la storia di Pergamo e degli Attal- 
idi," in B. Virgilio ed., Studi ellenistici I (Pisa 1984) 20-37 at 25-26. 

23 History: Hansen, Attalids 370-371, 384. The four-book structure of the Athenian 
Apollonios' Chronica (dedicated to Attalos II in 146 B.c.) seems related to the Acropolis 
dedication of Attalos I which matched myth time (Giants, Amazons) to the Persian Wars 
and to the Attalid present; the book divided up by Troy to the Persian Wars, to the death 
of Alexander, to the end of the second Punic War, to the dedication date. Antiquities: 
Hansen, Attalids 381 f. Notable too is Artemon of Pergamon, who glossed Pindar's Sicil- 
ian odes and also wrote on book-collecting and on the Attalids' Dionysiac guild patron- 
age (ruler cult, see below, n. 66). Natural history: Columella 1.1.8 says his source, king 
Attalos Philometor, studied botany with a Sicilian (1.1.9-10, the list of noted Asians, 
includes an Apollonios of Pergamon). 

24 On which see, e.g., E. Gruen, Studies in Greek Culture and Roman Policy (New 
York 1990). 
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Since Vitruvius wrote his De Architectura hoping to attract Augus- 
tus' patronage, he must have thought his own taste for royal exempla to 
gloss contemporary Rome would please that Late Republican noble.25 
The Attalids supply for Book 7's preface (.4)26 an exemplum, which is 
moral as well as art-historical, about imitating good Attalid cultural and 
architectural creations.27 Singling out the Pergamon library, Vitruvius 
pointedly observes that through the Ptolemies' greedy jealousy it 
inspired the Mouseion at Alexandria. The Attalids found their library 
ad communem delectationem, to give pleasure to the public: this is 
loaded Republican rhetoric, about how aristocratic display is laudable if 
it is for social benefit. The Attalid library suggests Roman benefactions 
of Caesar, Asinius Pollio, and especially Augustus, for the public 
libraries on his Palatine citadel; the Ptolemies evoke Kleopatra, who 
had Antony promise to strip Pergamon's library for her.28 5.9.1 simi- 
larly uses Eumenes II's Athens theater stoa as prototype for its whole 
genre. The social function (utilitas) with which Vitruvius validates 
architecture (here to shelter theatergoers from bad weather) hallows 
Eumenes for an invention for the common social good; this Attalid pro- 
totype glosses the late Republican theater porticoes of Pompey and 
Augustus.29 

Strabo's Geography is interesting as promulgating from the Greek 
side a Pergamene model for Romans. Asia takes up Book 13, where 
1.69 spells out the mythological genealogy of Auge and Heracles, Tele- 
phos, and Mysian Teuthras; already 12.8.2 chose the Asian over the 
mainland variant, making Telephos reared in Teuthras' kingdom. Pre- 
Hellenistic and mainland Greek tradition attached the Arkadian 
princely cycle to Arkadia, but the Attalids appropriated the tradition 

25 Two examples from Book 2: the preface opens with an excursus on Alexander and 
his architect Dinokrates (.1-.4) to model Vitruvius' relationship to Augustus; 2.8.16 justi- 
fies Roman fondness for unglamorous brick by citing its prior usage by many great kings. 

26 2.8.9 The Attalids' domus at Tralles, now home of the chief city priest; 4.1.6 how 
the kindness of Attalus and Arsinoe got Smyrna into the Ionian League. 

27 Regis Attalici magnis philologiae dulcedinibus inducti cum egregiam bibliothecae 
Pergami ad communem delectationem instituissent, tunc item Ptolomaeus infinito zelo 
cupiditatisque incitatus studio non minoribus industriis ad eundem modum contenderat 
Alexandriae comparare. 

28 Cf. Rawson, Intellectual Life, 39-40. 
29 Pompey, see below. Augustus: spoliated Theater of Pompey, Theater of Balbus, and 

cf. the conjunction of the Theater of Marcellus (intended by Caesar) with the Portico of 
Octavia. 
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and welded it to local Asian versions about Teuthras and Heracles, to 
make their central ktistes epos. Virgilio has shown how interested 
Strabo was to select pro-Attalid sources for his political information on 
Pergamon;30 his mythography is similarly shaped by that Attalid era, in 
attaching the myth cycle to Asia. The expanded myth in 1.69 sets up 
for 13.4.1-4, a long historiated panegyric description of Pergamon, spe- 
cial within the treatise for its substance, length, and careful ring con- 
struction. 

The section is elegantly composed around a eulogy of Attalid monu- 
ments, set within pendant historical genealogies of achievement that 
link Pergamon to Rome. The Attalids open; this prosopographic annal 
is stamped by a panegyric Attalid tradition, for the deceptively simple 
compendium elides potentially unpleasant facts to state, e.g., Phile- 
tairos' "nobility" and integrity, and carefully includes the kings' friend- 
ship with Rome and their supportive family relationships. The core city 
description credits Pergamon's visible splendor to the love of Eumenes 
II and Attalos II for beautifying their capital (prosephilokalese), listing 
their alsos for the Nikephorion, their anathemata (votive art and archi- 
tecture), and (n.b.) their libraries (13.4.2.624).31 The Attalids obviously 
type Caesar and Augustus, famously concerned to beautify the capital 
of empire with similar projects combining culture and piety. The focus 
on the Nikephorion garden32 addresses late Republican interest in giv- 
ing horti to the urban population; this began with Pompey, was 
intended by Caesar's will, and was carried through by Augustus' execu- 
tion of that gift and by his landscape architectures all over the Campus 
Martius. 

This proleptic message is borne out in Strabo's conclusion, which 
proclaims Pergamon's continued cultural importance in the contempo- 

30 B. Virgilio (above, n. 22) at 30-36, n. 53 on hostile sources; a reference I owe my 
anonymous reader, this is a very fine study of the accuracy and sources for the political 
and prosopographic information in this section as elsewhere, information he believes 
repeats whatever Strabo had said in his Historika Hypomnemata; but Virgilio does not 
discuss the structure of the section as whole or the significance of its comments on mate- 
rial patronage. In 1984 Virgilio (25 n. 21) announced further work on historiography rel- 
ative to imperial-era interest in the Attalids, which would be most valuable to have. 

31 Cf. 13.1.54 on the Attalid library as a royal project to collect especially Academic 
and Peripatetic works, vs. the destructive ignorance of private owners. 

32 13.1.44 takes care actually to quote from a scientific horticultural treatise by "the 
first king Attalos" to describe the wondrous Kale Peuke, the Beautiful Pine; for Attalos 
III, cited by Varro, Columella, and Pliny, see Hansen, Attalids 136-137. 
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rary, Roman era. Strabo takes care to select and to characterize these 
"famous Pergamenes of my time" as men who contribute politically 
and culturally to the Julio-Claudian hegemony: the friend of Caesar 
Mithridates (priest of the royal cult);33 the friend of Augustus, Apol- 
lodoros his tutor (so, appointed by Caesar); last, a Pergamene student of 
Apollodoros, Dionysios Atticus, sophist, suggrapheus, and logogra- 
phos (and surely Strabo's source on Attalids). This sequence is pendant 
to the opening Attalid genealogy in being structured by a ruling clan's 
filiation, that of the Julii. This closing thus realizes the past friendship 
of the Attalici with Rome in contemporary Pergamene cultural and 
political service; the exposition's core preaches models for cultural imi- 
tatio located specifically in artistic patronage. 

IMITATIO 

Roman knowledge and respect-these are materially documented in 
the archaeological record of Roman governance from Pergamon as cap- 
ital of Asia. Tuchelt records here more Republican and Augustan mon- 
uments for Roman magistrates (36!) than for any other site in the Greek 
East, especially after 133.34 Those Roman magistrates will have visited 
and worked from the Attalid royal complex on the citadel, now Roman 
state property; here their portrait dedications cluster for attention, in the 
zones of the Athena precinct, theater, and Great Altar terrace.35 The 
Roman governing class took care to preserve these royal monuments, 
as we know they preserved the royal library.36 Cicero rants that men 
like Verres filled villas from Pergamon (Verr 2.127), itself an interest- 
ing testimonial to Late Republican taste; but the Altertiimer von Perga- 
mon show the occupiers still left intact a relatively staggering amount 
of pillage-able sculpture, that compares extremely well with the preser- 

33 On whom see Virgilio (above, n. 22) 27-30. 
34 K. Tuchelt, Friihe Denkmialer Roms in Kleinasien L Roma und Promagistrate 

(Tiibingen 1979 [IstMitt-BH. 23]). Good preservation alone cannot account for the gross 
discrepancy with other Asian cities: 1, at 26 other sites; 2, at 4; 4, Ephesos; 7, Miletos; 
11, Magnesia. 

35 In Tuchelt's catalogue, 23 of 36 findspots are on the citadel; many bases rolled or 
were moved, so 6 (03, 04, 014, 028, 029, 033) have only a loose citadel provenance. But 
11 can be tied to the Athena precinct (06, 07, 013, 016, 018, 025, 026, 027, 032, 034, 
035), 4 to the Great Altar precinct (01, 010, 011, 022); 2 are from the west terrace (02) 
and theater (019) findspot zones. 

36 The library, Rawson, Intellectual Life, 39-40. 
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vation record at such sites as Delphi, Olympia, and Athens. The 

Pergamene inscriptions' Roman euergetai must have been involved not 
only with preserving but also with lovingly reembellishing the city, as 
we can see in the architectural decorations that Borker downdates to the 
post-133 era. Those show Pergamon to be a center in what we call neo- 
Attic production, supplying perhaps even Roman construction at 
Athens.37 (This is of course parallel to Pergamene grammarians' rhetor- 
ical support for Atticism.) The locus classicus is a late Republican altar 
screen from some key sanctuary monument on the citadel. On its slabs, 
in acanthus candelabra miniaturized divinities ride among appropriate 
fruit growths; ornament on Augustan monuments like the Ara Pacis vis- 
ibly depends from such Pergamene production.38 

The Roman take-over did not diminish the existing iconic status in 
the Greek world of the Attalid art heritage. Rather, it looks as if Roman 
respect led other Asian cities after 133 to quote Pergamene art as espe- 
cially appropriate when honoring their collaboration with Roman 
dominion, as at Lagina in the 120s B.C. or at Aphrodisias in the 30s and 
20s.39 The Roman presence at Pergamon also maintained continuing 
attention to other Attalid sites, especially when they addressed themes 
with Roman resonance. 

37 Borker (above, n. 15). Architraves from the upper gymnasion temple, 306-309; from 
the theater/Polias precinct, 297 f., 300, 305. From Italy, related works are the Copen- 
hagen replica fragments 292 f. of the Berlin satyr acanthus stele, 284 f.; Lateran trape- 
zophor, 290, 292; Conservatori pilaster, 13-15; other Italian fragments, 308 f.; related, 
Agrippa's Athens Odeion capitals 294. Kienast (above, n. 21) 343 n. 136, 344 n. 137 
noted Scipionic building at Pergamon (Dessau 8886) and the lack of an inventory of 

Augustan [add, Republican] building in Italy and the provinces. 
38 The altar screen (Istanbul), Borker (above, n. 15) fig. 12a-b, 303-304; Hansen, 

Attalids 328-329. The candelabra prefigure also Augustan Third-Style painting motifs, 
and the Primaporta Augustus cuirass. The gods ride animals below either side of the 
stem (Rhea/Kybele and Dionysos each on a lion; other slab, Triptolemos in snake car [?]). 

39 120s, Lagina: Hekate temple by an Asian city league for Sulla's approval, with a cult 
and festival of Roma; counterpart to the well-known cities frieze (local poleis with Roma) 
is a rendition of the Great Altar Gigantomachy. Ill., Smith, Hellenistic Sculpture fig. 
207.1-2, to p. 184-185; the personifications, Kuttner (above, n. 6) 75, 240 nn. 28-29. 
Aphrodisias: Theater proskenion by Octavian's freedman C. Julius Zoilos before 28 B.C., 
prominent mask frieze after the later second-century Pergamon theater; in skene and 
logeion see also the eagle garland-bearer, acanthus and snake-in-cista motifs, N. de 
Chaisemartin and D. Theodorescu, "Recherches pr6liminaires sur la frons scaenae du 
the'tre," in Aphrodisias Papers 2. The Theatre, a Sculptor's Workshop, Philosophers, and 
Coin-types (Ann Arbor 1991 [JRA Suppl. 2]) 29-65 at 49, 53, 55-57. 
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A good example is Kyzikos. Eumenes II and Attalos II had built at 
the Cybele sanctuary a heroon for the dowager queen Apollonis, its 
program aimed not least at Roman eyes. The brothers decorated their 
mother's monument, aptly, with exempla of sons aiding (female) par- 
ents, 19 labelled mythological reliefs (stylopinakia). An appended late 
antique epigram cycle survives;40 its authentic order41 shows that the 
cycle looped to frame the shrine door by tableaux such that Italian 
pious sons, Romulus and Remus and the Katanian brothers, were visu- 
ally pendant to the Attalid progonoi Dionysos and Telephos.42 We 
know that when cultured Romans like Propertius' friend Tullus came to 
view Kyzikos' monuments in the later first century B.C. their friends in 
Rome could have good art-historical knowledge of what they would 
see.43 The Apollonis shrine can similarly have influenced both visitors 
and Romans who never visited Kyzikos. 

It has been suggested that by the time of its final decoration at the 
end of the 180s, the Pietas temple of the father and son Acilii (191/181) 
consciously emulated the concept for the still-new Kyzikos temple.44 
The shrine is conventionally dated after 175 B.C., when Apollonis died, 
but there is no need to consider it a posthumous monument, indeed far 
more reason to place its dedication before Apollonis' death; the art pro- 
gram in particular seems created specifically to frame dedication cere- 

40 The pinakes undoubtedly had the sort of tag inscriptions at least that accompany the 
Great Altar frieze, to form a basis for the later Roman imperial epigram set. Late date: 
K. Demoen, "The Date of the Cyzicene Epigrams. An Analysis of the Vocabulary and 
Metrical Technique of AP III," AntCl 57 (1988) 231-48, followed by A. Cameron (above, 
n. 22) 147-148. 

41 F Diibner ed., Epigrammatum Anthologia Palatina cum Planudeis (1864) 1, ch. 3. 1: 
Dionysos taking Semele to Olympos. 2: Telephos reunited (recognizing) Auge (nos. 
3-16). 17: Anapis and Amphinomos in Sicily carry their parents off from the volcano 
fire. 18: Kleobis and Biton draw their mother Kydippe to the Heraion. 19: Romulus and 
Remus rescue their mother Servilia from her uncle Amolios. 

42 R. Brilliant, Visual Narratives. Storytelling in Etruscan and Roman Art (Ithaca 
1984) 35-36 and 173 nn. 33-35 (his fig. 1.5 implausibly puts 19 and I at the temple cor- 
ner.) 

43 Propertius' letter-poem to the travelling Tullus 3.23.1-4 at .3 apostrophizes the site 

by knowledgeable reference to its archaic ivory Kybele, on which, Paus. 8.46.4. The 

admiring tone: M. Putnam, Essays on Latin Lyric, Elegy, and Epic (Princeton 1982) 
225 f. 

44 L. Richardson, A New Topographical Dictionary of Ancient Rome (Baltimore 1992) 
290; F H. Massa-Pairault, Iconologia e politica nell'Italia antica. Roma, Lazio, Etruria 
dal VII al I secolo a.C. (Milan 1992) 245-246. 
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monies featuring both sets of protagonists, the parent, and the children, 
and at those dedication ceremonies, Roman highranking guests like the 
Acilii would certainly have been present. 

Certainly once the Kyzikos shrine program was in place, coin evi- 
dence suggests strongly that Romans did connect it with their own 
Pietas cult. It cannot be accidental that Herennius' PIETAS denarii of 
108/745 excerpt from a vivid "painterly" composition about the Kata- 
nian brothers, one of Kyzikos' two Italian facade myths. The style is 
that of monumental art not Roman coin convention; a lanky Lysippan 
nude youth, bulging with muscle, lunges forward turning his face out to 
the viewer; on his shoulders the old father, a himation round his legs, 
twists to look back either at his wife or at Etna. A significant point of 
Herennius' denarius seems to be to visibly quote "art," to bolster its 
other themes with exemplary allusion to an Attalid dynastic monument. 
Either the coin is meant to suggest the Kyzikos panel itself, or more 
likely it quotes an image on display in Rome itself in the Pietas shrine, 
and given the coin's style, an image replicating the Kyzikos composi- 
tion. 

Besides such images of clan piety, another relevant theme is of 
course the Attalid claim to be Hellenism's protectors, based on their 
Celtic victories. We would expect Romans to take an interest in this 
Attalid exposition of arete, because of the commemorative vocabulary 
it offered to praise Rome's virtus against Celtic threats West and East. 
The original monuments for Attalos I, Eumenes II, and Attalos II were 
of two kinds: "documentary" images of victory against Gallic enemies, 
and mytho-historical Gigantomachy images. Famous sculpture groups 
stood on the acropoleis of Pergamon and of Athens, paintings existed at 
Pergamon, and similar monuments (probably paintings) decorated Del- 
phi's great Attalid stoa. The Roman sculpture replicas known best are 
from the second century A.D., but there is Republican evidence too, sub- 
stantial in light of the scanty Republican monument record. Late first- 
century B.C. Mantua had a building with a Pergamene-style interior 
frieze of Romans fighting Celts;46 a late second-century head from 
Rome itself shows that some Roman general (Marius?) commemorated 

45 Obv. PIETAS, Pietas head rt. Large ill. J. P. C. Kent, Roman Coins (London 1978) 
pl. 13 cat. 38, 267; Crawford RRC 317-318 cat. 308 pl. xli. The numismatic literature 
seems not to know the Kyzikos monument. 

46 D. Kleiner, Roman Sculpture (New Haven 1992), 86, 119, fig. 66; G. Koeppel, BJb 
183 (1983) 81-82, 129-133. 
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German triumphs with a paraphrase of the Attalid citadel trophy groups 
that incorporated beaten Gauls,47 as in the sculptures shown on issues 
of 103 B.C. (combat) and on Marius' 101 B.C. trophy issue.48 

This Attalid victory language entered Roman commemorative 
already early in the second century, witness the superb baroque pro- 
gram of terracotta sculptures from a temple at Civitalba, 6 km from 
Sentinum in the Picene ager gallicus, recently linked by Massa-Pairault 
to Rome's Eastern Celtic wars. Confiscated in the third century, the 
zone's colonization culminated in 180 B.C. with the deductio of 
Pisaurum and Potentia by the Fulvii (M. Fulvius Nobilior and C. Ful- 
vius Flaccus) just after the Asian Celtic triumph of C. Manlius Vulso. 
Many colonists will have been involved in Vulso's wars; and Fulvius 
Nobilior had beaten the Aetolians, so a project in his sphere of influ- 
ence will have had plausible concern to "trump" Aetolian claims to 
Gallic victories, and he will have seen the Delphic and probably also 
the Athenian Attalid trophies.49 

The Civitalba sanctuary's reliefs probably derive from paintings as 
well as sculptures. It was encircled by a Gallic combat frieze; interpo- 
lated gods suggested also the Gigantomachy, and perhaps Apollo's 
third-century defence of Delphi. Better known are the dynamic 
Dionysiac pediments,50 for which it is tempting to attribute a lost 
Pergamene source. Certainly it is an Attalid twist, to render both the 
Gigantomachy and the Gallic wars as parables, not only of the might of 
Zeus or Apollo, but primarily of the Attalids' Dionysos Kathegemon. 
(Compare Dionysos' prominent position, in the Great Altar and Acrop- 
olis Gigantomachies.) The Attalid comparison glorifies recent Roman 
achievement in Asia; it also elevates the second-century Italian territo- 
rial project in "Gaul-land," by recalling Gallic victories won on this soil 
long before. Such messages would have helped to unify the colonists 
with a sense of purpose and, perhaps, to bind to them in accord the 
local inhabitants, who will not all have welcomed the Roman intrusion. 

In Rome itself in the second and first centuries B.C. many nobles 

47 Brussels, Mus. Roy. A 1145. T. H61scher, "Beobachtungen zu r6mischen his- 
torischen Denkmalern. II," AA (1984) 283-294; Kuttner (above, n. 6) 120, 273 n. 192. 

48 103 B.C. by Q. Minucius Thermus = Crawford RRC cat. 319 pl. xlii; 101 B.C. by 
C. Fundanius = cat. 326 pl. xlii. 

49 Massa-Pairault (above, n. 44) 228-229, fig. 213-214. 

50 Massa-Pairault (above, n. 44) fig. 215-216; 0. Brendel, Etruscan Art (New York 
1978) 424 f. fig. 324. 
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active in Asia had opportunity and motivation to style monuments of 
similar stature and complexity after Pergamene prototypes-e.g., the 

Scipiones, Sempronii, Acilii, Aemilii, Mucii, Lucullus, Sulla, Pompey, 
Caesar. For Pompey, the evidence of such a complex survives. Pom- 

pey's portrait imitation of Alexander is well known.51 He imitated just 
as strongly the Attalid basileis, in the great manubial complex (55 B.C.) 
he built on return from the East. His Theater Sanctuary of Venus 
Victrix52 and the attached Porticus Pompeiana were "from 55 B.C. to 32 
B.C. .... one of the most popular places in Rome";53 the complex had a 
second life when Augustus rededicated it in 32 B.C.,54 his own instant 

Pergamene monument. Like any Roman general Pompey travelled with 
a corps of architects and designers; the accidentally surviving anecdote 
(Plut. Pomp. 42.4) about his interest in the Mitylene theater shows how 

Pompey had those teams document Asiatic coastal sites with an eye to 
his projected manubial monuments for Rome. 

In Gleason's reconstruction, the theater consisted in a cavea struc- 
ture and a platform for temporary scene erections; this abutted a great 
rectangular portico containing a garden of plane trees and fountains. 
The complex visibly synthesized Eastern and Latin55 traditions in a 
novel conjunction.56 The porticoes were fabulously hung with cloth-of- 

gold Attaleia, just as tapestries hung around the Attalid Polias portico. 

51 Best known, Copenhagen Pompey, D. Strong Roman Art 2nd ed. (New York 1988) 
fig. 14, 336 n. 26, Kleiner Roman Sculpture 42-43 fig. 23. 

52 Shrine centered above theater cavea, framed by shrines to Honos and Virtus, Kuttner 
(above, n. 6) 21; also, Felicitas and probably Victoria; Fast. Amit., Allif s.v. 13 Aug., 
Suet. Claud. 21.1. 

53 K. Gleason, "Porticus Pompeiana: A new perspective on the first public park of 
ancient Rome," Journal of Garden History 14 (1994), 13-27 at 24. 

54 Augustan scaena and other modifications, Gleason (above, n. 53) 24 and fig. 10. 
55 Pompey's plane-tree nemus and its Asian background, Gleason (above, n. 53) 19. 

Pliny HN 12.111 says he originated tree display for triumphs. In second- and first- 

century B.C. Latium, hill and terrace sanctuaries typically included a permanent theater 
structure, and temples tended to be enclosed in ordered plantings which mapped a sym- 
bolic sacred grove, nemus, that was hollow around a sacred focus (lucus). See 
F. Coarelli, I santuari di Lazio in etai repubblicana (Rome 1987) s.v. the sites of Gabii, 
Terracina, Anxur, Praeneste, Lanuvium. 

56 The late second-century redesign of Praeneste's Fortuna sanctuary is a significant 
step towards Pompey's design. By 55 B.C. that site had been effectively stamped by 
Sulla's interest so as to seem especially associated with his manubial devotion to Fortuna 

(Tyche); note that the crucial axis of Pompey's complex was surveyed out from the 

important Temple of Fortuna Huiusce Diei, Gleason (above, n. 53) 17. 
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Gleason rightly notes this as the first Roman commemorative designed 
landscape to make an autonomous monument of a sacred garden, tradi- 
tionally a subordinate temple surround. The East Hellenistic paradigms 
for this extra-pomerial complex were Pergamon's extramural Aphrodi- 
sion and Nikephorion, square garden porticoes with art collections for 
analogous victory goddesses, as well as the citadel Athena precinct 
(Aphrodite = Venus, Nikephoros = Victrix). 

For the portico Pompey assembled an art museum (assisted by Atti- 
cus?; Cic. Att. 4.9.1), a masterpiece assemblage of works bought, com- 
missioned, and, most strikingly, copied. Though all basileis collected, 
the Attalids did so most seminally for the Roman elite who collabo- 
rated with them,57 and they alone programmatically copied famous art 
works from other centers. The cycle of paintings58 and statues can be 
reconstructed from surviving stone sculpture, base inscriptions, scat- 
tered citations in Pliny, and an extended sculpture autopsy in Tatian's 
second-century A.D. Oratio contra Graecos. Greek historical and 
mythological figures predominated; the female emphasis suggests 
Pergamene taste.59 Two sculpture sets directly imitated the Attalid 
citadel: Muses suggested the imitation-cave group by the Great Altar; 
male and female poets and intellectuals, the first such set in Rome, 
expanded on the Polias Library portraits. Another novel series cata- 
logued Hellenistic dynasties, going back to their founders as Lysippos' 

57 As excavators abroad may split finds fifty-fifty with a host country, so the Attalids 
and their Roman allies seem to have had a happy arrangement to divide artistic spoils 
from joint sacks; see the anecdotes about Mummius and Attalos' agents after the sack of 
Corinth, Gruen (above, n. 3) 123-129. 

58 Paintings, Pliny HN 35: Nikias' Alexander (.132); Antiphilos' Kadmos and Europa 
(.114); Pausias' immolatio boumrn (.126) (fourth century), which may have inspired the 
standard relief sacrifice composition introduced under Augustus (Kuttner [above, n. 6] 
134 f.); Polygnotos' dashing warrior (.59) (fifth century). 

59 The emphasis on female themes, befitting a Venus sanctuary, contextualizes the love 
poets' topos that women liked to walk here; Cat. 55.22, Prop. 2.32, Ovid Ars Am. 1.67. 
See Coarelli (above, n. 9) 103-104, esp. the women, poet, and birth monstra series. His 
work has gone mostly unused (including by me) in Republican and Augustan studies. I 
discuss here one of an influential program's many themes. New commissions: female 
birth monstra series; by the Italic (Roman?) Coponius, personification group of the 14 
nationes he had conquered (porticus ad nationes) (Kuttner [above, n. 6] 52, 80, 83, 91). 
"Old masterpieces": portraits of Greek female poets, gifted women and hetairai, male 
Greek literary figures, and mythological and legendary figures. Some of those group eas- 
ily, as amorous events positive and negative (an animal theme appears); others may be 
horrible counterexempla to the birth series. 
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Seleukos indicates.60 Prototype to later Republican private collections 
like that at the Villa dei Papiri,61 this set must have included Philetairos, 
if not also Attalid amici Romae. 

Pompey's manubial imitatio conflated important Attalid citadel and 
extramural sanctuaries; in his triumphs' Eastern context, the allusion 
must be meaningful. The controversial theater was the first permanent 
installation at the capital (though not in Latium) for the ludi, that major 
Roman vehicle of cultured and common public pleasures; the park 
shared an aristocratic hortus' delights with the Roman people. Vitru- 
vius and Strabo, who grew up with Pompey's monument, indepen- 
dently pass on a shared tradition about similar Attalid displays as shows 
of luxury morally validated by the intent to provide legitimate pleasures 
for the larger civic community. That tradition must have been gener- 
ated by Pergamene writers in the kings' service, and then noted with 
interest by Romans like Pompey as the late Republic debated the 

morality of public display and private luxuria.62 
The Attalicizing program also served to define what Pompey had 

been up to in Asia. The reference, we might first think, was aggressive: 
"this is where I beat people." But the choice to copy, not spoliate, the 
Muses countervenes such a reading. Asian Greeks had in great part 
joined Mithridates' "ethnic cleansing" of Roman presence, not least at 

Pergamon. Mithridates had taken great interest in how he held court at 
that Romanizing city, where he staged spectacular victory ceremonials 
(Plut. Sulla 11.1-2) and ferociously attacked pro-Roman resistance 
among the elite.63 To stabilize the Eastern empire after this traumatic 
convulsion, Pompey's Rome needed to proclaim that "good Asian 

60 Coarelli (above, n. 9) 117-119, remains of at least three colossal male warrior fig- 
ures, two nude with sword belts, one in a cuirass; one inscription fragment (101 and 
n. 13) is for Polykles' "... poinos" and the fragment in fig. 2 (... mou Mel .. .) may be 
for a man too. To the same group belonged (102 and n. 14) the inscription "Seleukos 
basileus / Lysippos epoiei," IG XIV. 1206. 

61 The Papyri bronze Seleucus looks suggestively Lysippan! Smith HRP pl. 16 158 
cat. 21, Naples MN 5590. From Smith, the set extant: Philetairos (see above, n. 10); 
three early Ptolemies (cat. 23, 25, 26); the Antigonid Poliorketes (cat. 4); Pyrrhos of 

Epiros (cat. 5); an African queen and Diadoch princess (cat. 24, 8) and a Diadoch officer- 

prince and general (cat. 27, 7) 
62 Luxuria debate: Gruen (above, n. 3) ch. 3, "Art and Civic Life"; La Rocca (above, 

n. 3) 3-4, 23, 27. 
63 A. N. Sherwin-White, Roman Foreign Policy in the Greek East 168 B.C. to A.D. 1 

(Norman, Okla. 1984) 242. Mithridates' displays: La Rocca (above, n. 3) 18. 
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Greeks" had been rescued from "bad Asians." Pergamon itself sug- 
gested this model to Rome in earlier Mithridatic campaigns, as we can 
see from a dedication of 73/72 B.C. at Nemi for C. Salluvius Naso.64 
Pompey's Attalicism asserted that he had defended civilized, Hell- 
enized culture against the delusive violence of a non-Hellenic Oriental, 
just as his triumph depicted Oriental enemies. Augustus would handle 
in an analogous way a similar convulsion of the Eastern empire. 

THE TRIUMVIRS 

I end this sketch with the last Republican dynasts, the innovators of 
the Imperial system. A revealing anecdote in Suetonius notes that one 
of Augustus' favorite Saturnalia presents was "old coins of the kings," 
nummos veteres regios ac peregrinos. For yearly disbursal, Augustus 
and his friends must have assiduously collected Hellenistic royal coins; 
and they must have enjoyed equally the coins' beauty and historical 
associations. The types of the last Republican civil wars bear this out, 
for Antony and Octavian competitively revived the Attalids' unique 
cistophoric coinage. On the triumviral cistophori, Roman texts and 

portraits and Attalid imagery addressed a mixed Roman and Asian 
audience, those in the generals' pay and those to whom the coins would 
circulate-soldiers, magistrates, businessmen. In Asia cistophori signi- 
fied a golden past of stable prosperity; for Italians, they signified Asian- 
Roman triumphal alliance, as the Attalid denomination in which the 
defeated Seleucids had been forced to pay the Republic a fabulous ran- 
som after Magnesia. 

In 39 B.C. Antony minted for himself and his wife Octavia in imita- 
tion of Attalid types,65 to revive Attalid Dionysiac theology of prosper- 

64 Tuchelt (above, n. 34) 49, 194 Nemi cat 01 = CIL 14.2218. Salluvius is thanked for 
his virtus/andreia in epic style, first by the Mysei (Pergamon), then by the Abbaitae and 

Epictetes, "because he saved them in the war with Mithridates," quod eos bello 
Mithrida<ti>is / conservavit, virt<u>tis ergo. Great round base by the first display niche 
on the SE portico, probably for an Attalid-style battle group. 

65 Kaiser Augustus (W. Trillmich) 503 cat. 311-312, with bibl., = Sydenham RRC 193 
no. 1197, 1198; A. Burnett, M. Amandry, P. Pau Ripolles, Roman Provincial Coinage L 
From the Death of Caesar to the Death of Vitellius (44 B.C.-A.D. 69) (London 1992) 
1.377 cat. 2201-2202. 1. Obv., Antony's bust ivy-crowned in berried ivy wreath [M. 
ANTONIUS IMP COS DESIG ITER ET TERT]; rev. Octavia's bust on wicker cista, 
between two coiling knotted snakes [IIIVIR R P C]. 2. Obv., Antony's ivy-crowned bust 

overlaps Octavia's [M ANTONIUS IMP COS DESIG ITER ET TERT]; rev., on cista 

gowned Dionysos leans on a thyrsos, extending a kantharos. Attalid prototypes: E. S. 
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ous rule and conquest.66 After Actium Octavian deployed the same 
mints to pay off the soldiers who had just helped him beat Antony and 
to impress his status on the local population;67 he issued now68 both a 
cistophoros (28 B.C.) and Roman-weight quinarius (29-27 B.C.), whose 
Attalid-style types69 retorted to70 Antony's by collage and emendation, 
subordinating but keeping the Dionysiac theme.71 This coin war docu- 
ments both triumvirs' respect for the high worth of exemplary imitatio 
of Attalid visual culture.72 

Pergamenes were themselves implicated in this ideological contest, 
using the still-active dynastic cult of Dionysos Kathegemon.73 The cult 
association must have greeted Antony, indeed probably choreographed 

Kleiner and S. P. Noe, The Early Cistophoric Coinage (New York 1977 [ANS-NS 14]) 
5-13, pl. 1.5-13, 2.1-12: note vegetal frames, coiling snakes, cist. 

66 D. Musti, "I1 dionisismo degli Attalidi: antecedenti, modelli, sviluppi," in 
L'association dionysiaque dans les soci`tis anciennes (Rome 1986 [CEFR 89]) 105-128. 

67 For this mixed audience acting to praise Augustus: 20/19 B.C. dedication IvP 383A, 
B = IG Rom. IV 315, from the Demos of Pergamon and the Romans in the city; IvP 381 
(Schalles Kulturpolitik 54) salutes Augustus with Roman "terra marique" panegyric, ges 
kai thalasses epopten. 

68 Kaiser Augustus 505-5066 cat. 320-321 = BMCRE I 112 no. 691 pl. 17.4 (cist.), no. 
647 pl. 15.20 (quin.); Burnett et al. RPC 377-378 cat. 2203. 

69 Kienast (above, n. 21) 317-320 on these issues and their military audience. 
70 Analogous, the 31 B.C. Jupiter Ammon/Victoria of the Cyrenaican mint that paid 

Roman soldiers in Egypt, Antonian before, Octavianic after Actium; Kaiser Augustus 
(W. Trillmich) 504-505 cat. 318-319; Crawford RRC pl. 64, 542-543 no. 546/2, /4. 113. 
These parodies assert transvectio to Octavian of the divine patronage Antony claimed 
with a god important to the power theology of the mint's Hellenistic dynasty. 

71 See also Kleiner and Noe (above, n. 65) pl. 1.1, ca. 166 Philetairos/Dioscuri in 
wreath, and also pl. 2.13 (Heracles' club and quiver) laurel frame. Cist.: obv., Octavian's 
bust with laurel in beaded frame [IMP CAESAR DIVI F COS VI LIBERTATIS PR VIN- 
DEX]; rev., berried laurel frame, snake-in-cista backs gowned PAX holding a caduceus, 
standing on a sword. Quin.: obv., Octavian's bust [CAESAR IMP VII]; rev., on cist base 
framed by snakes is now Victory with a palm proffering corona [ASIA RECEPTA]. 

72 Other Augustan cistophori: 27-26 B.C., Burnett (above, n. 65) RPC 2205-2212; ca. 
25-20, 2213-2215; 19-18 B.C., 2216-2220, clustered around the Parthian settlement. 
Pergamon Temple of Roma and Augustus ROM ETAUGUST, ca. 20 B.C.: C. Foss, Roman 
Historical Coins (New York 1990) 49 cat. 56. Rome Shrine of Mars Ultor with the 
Parthian standards: Foss 49 cat. 55c, copying the Rome types 55a-b. 

73 Tuchelt (above, n. 34) 14-15; C. P. Jones, Chiron 4 (1974) 199; Musti (above, n. 66) 
121 n. 39; M. M. Austin, The Hellenistic World from Alexander to the Roman Conquest. 
A Selection of Ancient Sources in Translation (New York 1981) no. 213 = Syll. 3 694, 
decree of Pergamon or Elaia after Aristonikos' revolt, voting on behalf of the alliance 
with Rome sacrifices by the association, to Roma, Demeter etc.; cat. 215 = OGIS 339, 
Sestos' decree for Menas priest of King Attalos. 
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the famous Dionysiac adventus at the mint city Ephesos. Damnatio 
erased Antony's monuments, but we still have altars for Octa- 
vian/Augustus from the association's hall, one with an Attalid-type 
Dionysiac program, the other with Augustus' capricorn in Romano- 
Pergamene garlands. The rival Caesarian heirs indeed imitated 
Caesar's74 rapprochement with the Kathegemon cult, mediated by his 
amicus Mithridates its chief priest.75 Five surviving dedications of 
48-47 B.C., more than for any other Republican Roman here, show the 
city's response after Caesar took the East from Pompey at Pharsalos.76 
Before the battle Pergamon contributed to Caesar's victory omens a 
Dionysiac sign, clashing tympana heard from a shrine, i.e., from the 
Dionysos chapel controlled by Caesar's friend; Antony's later analo- 
gous Dionysiac claims survive as parody. The "loss omens" reported 
by his enemy highlight disasters to two great Attalid monuments on 
Athens' Acropolis: the Propylaion victory quadriga portrait of Eumenes 
II which Antony had spoliated, and the Dionysos statue of the Attalid 
Gigantomachy group on the Acropolis' south rim. 

Antony's factio had coopted a couple of Attalid portraits;77 Octavian 
coopted the Pergamon citadel vista itself. He restored the Athena 
temple78 and added to the precinct's colossal open-air Athena (an 
Attalid victory dedication) his own portrait,79 to share the smoke of sac- 
rifices at the altar of Athena Polias Nikephoros.80 Augustus now domi- 

74 Dionysiac cult at Rome after 186 B.C. (Bacchanal affair), Attalid cult, and Caesar's 
interest, Gruen (above, n. 24) 56, 75, 182. Caesar's Pergamon benefactions: briefly, 
Z. Yavetz, Julius Caesar and His Public Image (Ithaca 1979/1983) 101 f. 

75 G. Bowersock, Augustus and the Greek World (Oxford 1965) 9 f.; Caesar BCiv. 
3.105. Compare M. Tullius Kratippos, enfranchised by Caesar; his father had been a 

philosopher friend of Cicero and advisor to his son (Brut. 250, Off. 1.1, Fam. 12.16, 16.2, 
21.3), he was a friend to Pompey, Marcellus, and Brutus, and a priest of Rome and Salus 
before 29 B.C. (CIL 3.339); Bowersock, Augustus 114. 

76 Tuchelt (above, n. 34) cat. 012-016. 
77 Besides Antony's spoliation of the Acropolis base, n.b. his adherent M. Valerius 

Messala borrowed into Epigenes' war monument for Attalos I, turning and re-inscribing 
one base section for himself by the Great Altar; Tuchelt (above, n. 34) 218 cat. 022. An 
Attalid dynastic monument base section reused under Augustus by Norbanus Flaccus, 
Tuchelt cat. 029. 

78 Kienast (above, n. 21) 356 n. 179; OGIS 328. 
79 Schalles (above, n. 2) 286 for the inscription. 
80 Augustus' restorations also to the Gymnasion, M. Waelkens, "The Adoption of 

Roman Building Techniques in the Architecture of Asia Minor," in S. Macready and F. H. 

Thompson eds., Roman Architecture in the Greek World (London 1987) 94-105 at 95. 
This indicates a gift of Italian workers by the Roman governor. Kienast (above, n. 21) 
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nated the precinct's victory portraits of Attalid kings and generals, with 
a monument visible from anywhere in the city.81 This installation must 
be linked to the 29 B.C. foundation of the Temple of Roma and Augus- 
tus for the League of Asia.82 Imperial cistophori83 show that in the 
lower city this Sebasteion's Augustus and Roma shared a base too; 
once both statue groups were in place, the commonplace visual analogy 
between Roma and Athena would have had special point. 

Pergamon undoubtedly gave the Republic, and Augustus, the pri- 
mary model84 for how to intervene for commemoration in the Athenian 
monument record.85 Attalos I had made the Agora Pergamene, framing 
it with an enormous portico backing his portrait to mirror the smaller 
fifth-century Stoa and image of Zeus Eleutherios straight across the 
square. Augustus made Zeus' stoa now "talk back" to Attalos' monu- 
ment, adding to it a Hellenistic ruler-cult exedra extension partitioned 
to make twin cellas for himself and Roma.86 Attalos' commission 
expressed widely shared Hellenistic royal desires to be seen to domi- 
nate on behalf of the freedom of the Greek cities; Republican con- 
querors had long subsumed that polemic, and now it fitted to Augustus' 
Roman libertas propaganda. The Stoa was likely converted soon after 
Actium, when pro-Antonian cities like Athens needed to proclaim new 
loyalties; Augustus himself must have authorized the honor's form. We 

356-357: Augustan activity in Athens and Pergamon, including IGRR 4.311 as ktistes. 
81 For no reason I can see, one scholarly fashion makes the Primaporta Augustus a 

copy of this statue; bibl. see Kienast (above, n. 21) 257. 
82 S. Price, Rituals and Power The Roman Imperial Cult in Asia Minor (New York 

1984) 56, 137 (location), 252 cat. 19; Bowersock (above, n. 75) 116-118 the cult and its 
priests, 119 cult for Asia's governors; Kienast (above, n. 21) 203 n. 136 (games), 
378-379. Roma cult sacrifices already in 129 B.C., Tuchelt (above, n. 34) 15; Kienast 
(above, n. 21) 203 n. 135 citing M. Le Glay, "Le culte de Rome et de Salus ' Pergamon," 
Festschrift F K. Dorner (1978) 2.546 ff. Note von Hesberg's conjecture (above, n. 14) 28 
that the "Rhomaios" stoa at Athens of ca. 150 B.C. may be an Attalid honorific hall for 
Romans. 

83 Price (above, n. 82) 182, pl. 2b, bibl. 252. 
84 As especially in the large interventions of Caesar; see also Cicero's desire to emulate 

the Eleusis propylon project of App. Claudius Pulcher. Caesar and Augustus, H. Thomp- 
son, "The Impact of Roman Architects and Architecture on Athens: 170 B.C.-A.D. 170," 
in S. Macready and F. H. Thompson eds., Roman Architecture 2-17 at 4-9. 

85 For workshop continuity von Hesberg (above, n. 14) can link Attalid monuments 
and Roman commissions in Attica: 28 f.; 53 Tower of the Winds at Athens, ca. 100-50 
B.C.; 55, App. Claudius' propylon at Eleusis. 

86 Price (above, n. 82) 141-142 and fig. 4; J. Travlos, A Pictorial Dictionary of Ancient 
Athens (New York 1971) 527, 665. 
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recognize how the Attalids had made Pergamon look like Athens, and 
Athens look like Pergamon, to assert triumphalist cultural guardianship 
of Hellenism with the symbol of a reified Athenian past. As the Repub- 
lic died into Empire, Augustus now visibly extended that Attalid 
discourse to culminate in his own sway over Hellenistic as well as Clas- 
sical history and culture.87 

CONCLUSION 

This has been a brief epitome about Republican elite interest in Hel- 
lenistic Pergamon. In my larger project the Julii emerge very clearly as 
crucial patrons of "Attalicizing" art and design, mediating between 

Republican politicized imitatio of Pergamon by a broad noble class, 
and the differently focussed patronage of the autocratic future. From 
the time of Vespasian to the anonymous Late Roman author of the 

Kyzikene epigram cycle, the imperial house from one end and the city 
elites of the Greek East on the other continually reworked through imi- 
tatio and allusion their visions of the Attalid legacy. Those are other 
stories; I hope that many more Romanists will want to try to tell them. 

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA 

87 This complements what we know about the intensive re-Classicizing of the Agora, 
where Augustus and Agrippa moved in (and sometimes conflated) various fifth- and 

fourth-century monuments from various sites in Attica; summary, J. Camp, The Athenian 

Agora. Excavations in the Heart of Classical Athens (New York 1986) 184-187, and fig. 
153 f. 
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